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More Carbon Reduction by Dynamically Monitoring Energy Efficiency

IN THIS EDITION …….

Dear Reader,

• EMPOWER during the COVID19 crisis

welcome to EMPOWER’s eight Newsletter.

• EMPOWER implementations of
Regional Action Plans!

Partners have been busy with developing a new pilot project Eye2Eye
and with implementing their Regional Action Plans (RAPs) based on the
good practices, study visits and interregional exchanges and
knowledge taken place during the project lifetime, to improve their
local policy instruments. In this edition you will find information about
EMPOWER’s activities over the past months despite the impact of the
COVID-19 crisis.
Follow us on our project website www.interregeurope.eu/empower,
which is also a great source of information for news, updates and
progress on key outputs.
We hope you enjoy learning more about EMPOWER!

• New pilot project Eye2Eye!
• Project Management Group
on-line meeting
• What is new on EMPOWER
website?
• Partners & Contacts

EMPOWER AT A GLANCE
EMPOWER aims to reduce
carbon output by dynamically
monitoring energy efficiency in
buildings, with special focus on
the use of innovative financial
instruments.

Read more about EMPOWER at:

Ready to enter in the last period of the project!

www.interregeurope.eu/empower
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Empower during the COVID-19 crisis
The first Period of the second Phase of Empower has been highly influenced by the COVID-19 crisis and the
consequent measures which needed to be adopted. Due to this, travelling was not allowed and all we all had
to adapt both ourselves and project activities to working from home. Project meetings were hosted online
with the participation of all project partners. There have been some delays in monitoring work, therefore,
the results are limited and incomplete in some of partners regions.

Empower implementation of partners Regional Action Plans
In the first period of the second Phase of the EMPOWER, partners have started to implement their Regional
Action Plans (RAPs) as much as they could.
The SOUTHERN REGIONAL ASSEMBLY is currently in the process of implementing their Regional Action Plan.
In February 2020, the Southern Regional Assembly and Cork City Council met with the social housing
residents of Noonan Road, Cork to outline to them our plan to install energy monitoring equipment in social
housing units in advance of undertaking a deep retrofit of these units. Read More

The implementation of AGENEAL RAP, in particular the action “Low-Carbon Public Buildings: Energy
Efficiency in Forum Municipal Romeu Correia (FMRC)”, began with the development of a technical study that
consists of an Ex-Ante/Ex-Post evaluation on the level of comfort experienced by the building users. In
December 2019, AGENEAL carried out an Ex-Ante evaluation. Read More
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Since the approval of Interreg Europe Secretariat on SANTANDER REGIONAL ACTION PLAN, they are focused
on the development and implementation of a cost-effective energy monitoring system, so that it enable to
integrate energy data from municipal buildings into Santander Smart City Platform as well as create the
dashboards and reports that help municipal staff to monitor the energy efficiency in buildings, as well as,
improve their daily work. Read More

THE TUSCANY REGION WITH ARRR is developing proposals to suggest how to improve the Smart City control
room in Florence. The smart city control room in Florence already processes an impressive amount of data,
from traffic to pollution, which it makes available to administrators and citizens. Empower's goal is to
evaluate data on public energy consumption (electricity and gas) in order to set the best strategies for
reducing consumption and energy efficiency: which was discussed in the online meeting on 31 st of July.
Read more
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MAZOVIA ACTION PLAN was prepared in a
cooperation with the Managing Authority of
the Mazovia Region. Due COVID-19
perspective local governments priorities have
changed dramatically and are focused on
prevention and helping entrepreneurs. Due to
the current situation energy subject has fallen
to the side lines. Coronavirus has not stopped
the entire process, working meetings and
consultations on new perspective are still
ongoing, mostly in a remote form. Read more

The action of ENERGY AGENCY FOR SOUTHEAST
SWEDEN REGIONAL ACTION PLAN will
demonstrate the methodology on how to collect
energy performance data in buildings in order to
give a good overview of the energy and water
consumption. They will also demonstrate how to
visualize the monitored energy data in a useful
way targeting different users, such as building
management, financial department and decision
makers. Read more

ENERGAP REGIONAL ACTION PLAN seeks to improve the governance of municipal energy policy and to
implement pilot project for social houses to tackle the energy poverty. In March 2020 ENERGAP has started
to implement both actions written in the RAP. The municipal working group for the implementation
consisting of city administration staff was set. The working group is leaded by ENERGAP. Read more
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New Empower Pilot Project Eye2Eye
Eye2Eye (Energy visualization to the eyes of the consumer) project has been formally approved on 24 April
2020. The Pilot project derives from EMPOWER interregional exchange of experience. The Empower partners
involved in this pilot project are: PP6 Energy Agency for Southeast Sweden, PP8 Development bank of
Saxony-Anhalt and PP9 Santander City Council.
The pilot action will be developed and tested in the Upper secondary school Hultsfred in Sweden to
visualize the buildings energy flow and how each occupant can contribute to increase the energy efficiency
of the building. The pilot will be a significant contribution for any visualization regarding energy efficiency
actions and create interest and understanding for energy systems by the occupants. The findings and results
will by that contribute to improvement the policy instrument addressed by developing and testing a
methodology. Read more

Photo: Lena Eckerberg, Energy Agency for Southeast Sweden, Mikael Pettersson, head of property department Hultsfred Municipality
and Mattias Westrin, building management engineer Hultsfred Municipality; the dining room

Empower Project Management
Group Update Meeting
On 22th of September a lead project partner,
Energy Agency of Podravje, organized a second
ON-LINE project meeting during the COVID-19
crisis. The similar on-line meeting was
organized also in June 2020. Empower partners
discussed about progress report on RAPs
implementation activities and Pilot project
Eye2Eye implementation. This meeting was
also the occasion to discussed about actions
which will be implemented in the next months.
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What is new on Empower website?
Our project website is constantly updated! This year there were
several news about RAPs implementation introduced in news
sector. Check out the articles with photos and Media
Appearances in partners regions. You are also welcome to find
out more about EMPOWER best practices developed in each
partner region in Good practices Register.
Do you still want to learn more? You can also find information
on good practices from all over Europe on the Interreg Europe
Policy Learning Platform!

Partners & Contacts
For further information, please contact the Project Coordinator and a Communication leader at Energy
Agency of Podravje, Institution for Sustainable Energy Use, Maribor, Slovenia
Dr Vlasta Krmelj
vlasta.krmelj@energap.si
https://www.facebook.com/Empower0/
https://twitter.com/interregempower
Project partners
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Energy Agency of Podravje – Institution for Sustainable Energy Use (SI) – Lead partner
Local Energy Management Agency of Almada, AGENEAL (PT)
Southern Regional Assembly (IE)
Regional Resource Recovery Agency, ARRR (IT)
Municipality of Lorient (FR)
Energy Agency for Southeast Sweden (SE)
Mazovia Energy Agency (MAE) (PL)
Development Bank of Saxony-Anhalt (DE)
Santander City Council (ES)
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